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The challenge

Nudging intervention
Environment & Responsible Consumption

Single-use plastics represent a big
environmental concern that has internationally
intensified since the breakdown, giving rise to
air pollutants, greenhouse gas pollution, dirty
drinking water, hazardous litter, and even
animals’ choke.
In Tunisia, this issue has become particularly
apparent in the restaurant industry due to its
increased dependency on food delivery services;
since the partial lockdown of March, take-out
and food distribution have risen, leading to
more single-use packaging goods.
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The challenge

Nudging intervention
Environment & Responsible Consumption

Inevitably, on account of social distancing, the plastic waste ensued by the delivery
packaging of online shopping and food takeaway has become immense. The
relaxation of plastic bag bans is likely to have long-term effects on consumer behavior,
even if temporary, as they will normalize this activity again. In fact, the plastics
industry is using the possibility of coronavirus contamination in Europe to fight back
against a ban on single-use plastics. Such reframing of plastic as a "protective"
material for health will sidetrack individuals from its risks to the environment.
Accordingly, when it comes to promoting environmentally-friendly practices, meanings
matter, as indicated by prior studies and our preliminary results. One of the key
challenges to ensure that is by breaking old habits and adopting new ones, research
shows. To restrict the use of this unnecessary single-use plastic, action is required.

The Qualitative
and
Quantitative
Research

To assess Tunisian consumers’ behavior in regards to
ordered food in the midst of the outbreak, we
conducted a survey between March and May of over
400 Tunisians from different group ages and from
the cities of Ariana, Tunis, Ben Arous, Sousse, and
Nabeul.
The findings suggest that in general the number of
delivery orders and the usage of food delivery apps
have consequently increased, bringing about more
people to promote their experiences and
encouraging others to order. One other major trend
identified is the rise in the number of takeaways a
month after month. This is due to the new laws,
forcing cafés and restaurants to close at 4 pm. People
tend to buy food and eat it outside or take it home,
which gradually becomes the new norm.

A restaurant Owner in Ben Arous reported “Our Delivery orders have tripled since
April. People tend to order more during the curfew time”.
Furthermore, the study has found that “Bread waste” represents another major
problem in Tunisia. While restaurants add a whole baguette with every meal, the
survey results showed that 38% of respondents don’t eat bread with every meal
and 77% of them don’t eat the whole baguette, which leads to food waste.

22% of the respondents
reported that they ordered
food online for the first time
since April 2020

56% of them picked up takeout
from a restaurant or cafés at
least once from February to
May 2021.

77% of respondents
ordering food don't need
a whole bread portion.

Behavioral
Insights
What Behavioral science
concepts could help us in
designing effective nudges?

The status quo bias
This encompasses our tendency to hold to
inaction as well as our preference to stick with
our previously made decisions. Ergo, we cannot
always objectively and actively think and decide
because we would favor that things remain
unchanged.
Accordingly, researchers concluded that this can
be owing to four main factors: Laziness, Inertia,
loss aversion, and safety. Firstly, laziness
prevents us from devoting our cognitive effort to
change the current situation.

The status quo bias
Secondly, we tend to adhere to the power of Inertia which represents our tendency to do
nothing. Thirdly, given that we prefer to put greater importance on a loss to prevent it than
to look for the gain, we are more partial to stable and unvarying circumstances. Finally, the
constant brings about a safety feeling that we tend to always look for.

Nudge theory
This is when the role of nudging becomes effective and useful. Nudge is a concept mainly
developed by Thaler and Sunstein in their book ‘Nudge: Improving Decisions about Health,
Wealth, and Happiness’. It aims at inducing people to predictably change their behavior while
conserving all the options and choices they already have. The intervention has to be
uncomplicated and does not incur considerable losses when avoided. Therefore, nudging
exploits our biases and heuristics to direct our decisions without us even being cognizant that
we are being nudged.

Intervention
Design
Low-cost interventions
based on insights from
behavioural science

Currently, restaurants, cafés, and small
grocery stores are presuming that all
customers need plastic bags, plastic utensils,
and bread. They don’t think twice before
including them in the bag. That’s the default,
which refers to one’s tendency to take actions
without active thinking and prior
consideration.
This way, the course of action will always be
followed and adhered to unless a new choice
is presented. The idea is, thus, to change the
default by simply asking customers what they
exactly need.

Intervention Design
A checklist was built with all the questions that they need to ask customers. The noncoercive question ‘would you like plastic ware with that?’ if asked; engage clients in an
active decision-making process making them consider that in fact, they do not need the
extra plastic. A custom checklist was prepared for bakeries, cafés, restaurants, or stores
including questions about if customers need bread at all, the quantity of bread demanded
if they need plastic utensils, straws, napkins, extra sugar, etc. This way, owners would not
only reduce the waste and plastic use but also be able to save more money.
This approach induces what is known as an internalized change in attitude. That is, given
that the owners look on with favor to the new choice presented to them, they will adjust
their previous behavior and undertake the new one.

The
Experimentation

We designed two Randomised Controlled Trial (RCT)
to evaluate the impact of our intervention. Our work
was conducted with a bakery in the governorate of
Ben Arous and a restaurant in the Nabeul
Governorate. We assessed the effect of the checklist
within 6 weeks of enrolment.
A checklist was provided to the employees
responsible for taking orders to help them
remember all questions and add customer
preference easily to the order. They began asking
customers if a bag, plastic utensils, disposable
cutlery, napkins, sugar, and bread were needed.

Main findings

On average, the use of plastic utensils was reduced by
78%, the number of people ordering bread with food
dropped by 18%, and the quantity of bread consumed
with orders was reduced by 61%, due to people asking
for smaller portions. Owners reported that they were
able to save money. Getting used to the new
questions was difficult at first, but within a few days,
the staff got used to the new way of taking orders and
they gradually didn't need to use the checklist
anymore.
As a first step, we distributed the checklist to 10 coffee
shops and restaurants while giving them proper
training on how to use it and we plan on distributing
20 to 30 checklists per month with the help of our
regional ambassadors.

